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QUESTION 1

You are using an e-mail client that you are unfamiliar with. You need to send an e-mail with an attachment but you do
not see a feature labeled "attachment" anywhere on the client. What icon should you look for that is commonly used to
invoke the e-mail attachment option? 

A. Lock 

B. Folder 

C. Checkmark 

D. Paperclip 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Marsha has been hired by XYZ, Inc., to update the company Web site. Marsha discovers that the existing Web pages
were structured using tables. Marsha needs to explain to XYZ why the Web site needs to be recoded in HTML5 with
CSS controlling the structure of the document. What is the most important reason for using HTML5 and CSS? 

A. The updates will increase user traffic to the site. 

B. The updates will improve the overall look and feel of the Web site. 

C. The Web site can be interpreted by any HTML5-compliant browser, including mobile devices. 

D. The Web site will rank higher in many search engines results, as long as the search engine bot recognizes the code. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Marcella is looking for a very unique product online. She has found one on the XYZ Company\\'s Web site, which is
designed well and appears to be legitimate. As she navigates through the checkout process, she reaches the checkout
page with this URL, which asks her to enter her credit card information: 

http://XYZ.com/gp/checkout.html/ref=chk_out_TLS12B_lb?ie=IJTFBanddocld=10007931 

Why should Marcella cancel her online transaction instead of proceeding? 

A. Because the site uses 128-bit encryption, which is illegal for companies that are located overseas 

B. Because the link contains abbreviations and is not completely readable, so Marcella is unsure of the server name 

C. Because the link does not use SSL/TLS encryption and therefore the information Marcella enters would not be
secure 

D. Because the link uses SSL/TLS encryption, which Marcella knows is not compatible with the browser she is using 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Sam is a professor at a small college. Due to a scheduling conflict, he was unable to obtain access to the computer lab
to give the final exam. As an alternative, he asked students to bring their own devices (BYOD) and connect to the
college\\'s Wi-Fi for network access. What security risk is associated with this implementation? 

A. Inability for students to share files 

B. Inability for students to back up user files 

C. Student devices sending unsecured data 

D. Student devices being more susceptible to malware 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Clyde is working on a Web page for his company\\'s intranet. He wants to insert an HTML comment within the page to
let other developers know that the page validates as HTML5 and that he is the page author. Which line of code will
insert the comment that Clyde requires? 

A. // Clyde Davis. 9/17/2012. This code validates to HTML5 

B.  

C. /* Clyde Davis, 9/17/2012. This code validates to HTML5 */ 

D.  

Correct Answer: D 
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